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Abstract: Digital Marketing made its venture in the Indian Political space with the 

General election in 2014. Digital media, especially social media played a major role in 

this election campaign. The political marketing strategies by the hired Marketing 

companies work so successful for the party to win the election with historic majority. This 

election campaign and the massive success of BJP in the elections opened a new big 

window of political marketing to Indian political world. Digital marketing techniques 

where the most successful strategy in Indian background since other political marketing 

techniques are much expensive and fully productive in a developed nation. This paper is a 

humble attempt to study the major digital marketing techniques and its applications in the 

2014 general election in India. It will also try to point out some consequences of such a 

novel tactic in Indian politics and also its role in the future of Indian elections and 

political democracy.  
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1. Advent of Digital marketing in Indian Election Campaign 

Campaign strategies in Indian elections have rarely showed a difference from 

traditional methods such as posters, TV and radio advertisements and door-to-door 

campaigning. This was proved a winning strategy for decades in Indian political scenario. 

But the wide penetration of internet and the developments in ICT has made an influence 

in politics also. It has started to give a new face for political mobilization and also a 

drastic influence on political participation throughout the world nations. There is always 

an apprehension about adopting a change and politicians are more scared to make changes 

in their winning strategies. Internet social platforms and other digital mediums were very 

strange guest in Indian politics.  

From the first General elections political parties and leaders were resorting to 

traditional campaigning tools for getting support of voters. It includes Mass public rallies, 

door to door campaign, use of print media and later electronic media, etc. But the whole 

situation changed after the information revolution, when parties started thinking about its 

potential to capture voter’s mind, especially the young voters. Leaders like Nehru, Indira 

Gandhi, Rajiv Gandhi tried to get mass support mainly through rallies and public 

meetings. In which they were able to get the participation of large number of people, 

through their charismatic personality and oratory the earlier leaders tried to get popular 

support an electoral victory. Print Media was mainly used for political communication in 

the initial period. Notices, pamphlets, books, etc. were widely used. Later after the 

introduction of Television and other electronic modes of media in India, the political 

parties also started their power to reach the masses. Campaigning through TV, Recorded 
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speeches of leaders, documentaries, video shows, public debate in TV channels, etc. were 

widely used during this phase. 

It is in the 2008 US Presidential election, Barack Obama brought the advantages of the 

use of digital medium and big data analysis to the election campaigns. The experiments 

with the digital medium in election campaign become a big hit with his success in the 

election and attracted the attention of Indian campaigners as many other world nations. 

The general election of 2014 saw a new face of election campaigning in India when BJP 

had hired marketing agencies like Soho Square and Ogilvy and Mather for the digital 

marketing purpose during election campaign. Along with them the senior BJP leaders 

Piyush Goyal and Ajay Singh were having the responsibilities of media strategies and 

advertising was in the hands of Piyush Panday, Prasoon Joshi, Sam Balsara and many like 

them. SEO Corporation was the digital marketing agency which managed the social 

media and digital advertising for BJP in the 2014 general election.  

2. What is Digital Marketing? 

Digital marketing is the novel technique of using digital technologies for marketing 

products and services, mainly on the Internet, but also including mobile phones, display 

advertising, and any other digital medium.  

Digital marketing plays a major role in the political marketing strategies of all the 

major political parties around world nations. In India, it was from the general election of 

2014 where Narendra Modi was extremely successful to make a Modi wave in Indian 

politics, Indian political scenario started to think of political marketing as a successful 

idea. Digital marketing was a major technique used by in this election. There is a saying 

“Sky is the limit” which applies to the role of digital marketing for political campaign 

strategies. In this election campaign Bharathiya Janatha Party has proved it true in Indian 

politics also.  

The rise of digital marketing since 1990s and 2000 has changed the perceptions and the 

way companies and corporates uses technology for marketing. As the world is getting 

digitalized in a lightning speed, digital platforms are increasingly getting incorporated by 

everyday life. As people use digital devises instead of visiting physical shops, digital 

marketing is getting more prevalent and their development and efficiency is becoming the 

need of the time.  

Digital marketing methods such as search engine optimization (SEO), search engine 

marketing (SEM), content marketing, influencer marketing, content automation, 

campaign marketing, data-driven marketing, e-commerce marketing, social media 

marketing, social media optimization, e-mail direct marketing, display advertising, e–

books, and optical disks and games are becoming more common in our advancing digital 

world. In fact, digital marketing now extends to non-Internet channels that provide digital 

media, such as mobile phones (SMS and MMS) callback, and on-hold mobile ring tones. 

In essence, this extension to non-Internet channels helps to differentiate digital marketing 

from online marketing, another catch-all term for the marketing methods mentioned 

above, which strictly occur online. 

3. Digital Marketing Tactics and Examples 

Since it is the marketing business best marketing companies will have a clear picture of 

how each digital marketing campaign supports their overarching goals or needs of their 

customers. These digital marketing companies can adopt the techniques according to the 

need of their customers and so there are a lot of techniques are there in digital marketing 
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field. Some of them which is related to election and political campaigns or techniques 

related to political marketing is explained further. 

 

 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of affecting the online visibility of a 

website or a web page in a web search engine’s unpaid results—often referred to as 

"natural”, “organic” or "earned" results. SEO differs from local search engine 

optimization in that the latter is focused on optimizing a business' online presence so that 

its web pages will be displayed by search engines when a user enters a local search for its 

products or services. The former instead is more focused on national or international 

searches.  

As an Internet marketing strategy, SEO considers how search engines work, the 

computer programmed algorithms which dictate search engine behavior, what people 

search for, the actual search terms or keywords typed into search engines, and which 

search engines are preferred by their targeted audience. Optimizing a website may involve 

editing its content, adding content, doing HTML, and associated coding to both increase 

its relevance to specific keywords and to remove barriers to the indexing activities of 

search engines. Promoting a site to increase the number of backlinks or inbound links, is 

another SEO tactic. By May 2015, mobile search had surpassed desktop search. In 2015, 

it was reported that Google is developing and promoting mobile search as a key feature 

within future products. In response, many brands are beginning to take a different 

approach to their Internet marketing strategies. 

This is the process of optimizing your website to "rank" higher in search engine results 

pages, thereby increasing the amount of organic (or free) traffic your website receives. 

The channels that benefit from SEO include: 

 Websites. 

 Blogs. 

 Infographics 

Content Marketing 

Content marketing is a form of marketing focused on creating, publishing, and 

distributing content for a targeted audience online. It is often used by businesses in order 

to:  

 Attract attention and generate leads 

 Expand their customer base 

 Generate or increase online sales 

 Increase brand awareness or credibility 

 Engage an online community of users 

Digital content marketing is a management process that uses electronic channels to 

identify, forecast, and satisfy the content requirements of a particular audience. It must be 

consistently updated and added to in order to influence the behavior of customers. The 

channels that can play a part in your content marketing strategy include: 

 Blog posts. 
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 E-Books and whitepapers. 

 Infographics. 

 Online brochures and look books. 

 

 

 

Social Media Marketing 

Social media marketing is the use of social media platforms and websites to promote a 

product or service. This practice promotes your brand and your content on social media 

channels to increase brand awareness, drive traffic, and generate leads for your business. 

The channels you can use in social media marketing include: 

 Facebook. 

 Twitter. 

 LinkedIn. 

 Instagram. 

 Snapchat. 

 Pinterest. 

 Google+. 

Pay-Per-Click (PPC) 

PPC stands for pay-per-click, a model of internet marketing in which advertisers pay a 

fee each time one of their ads is clicked. Essentially, it’s a way of buying visits to your 

site, rather than attempting to “earn” those visits organically. 

Search engine advertising is one of the most popular forms of PPC. It allows 

advertisers to bid for ad placement in a search engine's sponsored links when someone 

searches on a keyword that is related to their business offering. 

PPC is a method of driving traffic to your website by paying a publisher every time 

your ad is clicked. One of the most common types of PPC is Google AdWords which 

allows you to pay for top slots on Google's search engine results pages at a price "per 

click" of the links you place. Other channels where you can use PPC include: 

 Paid ads on Facebook. 

 Promoted Tweets on Twitter. 

 Sponsored Messages on LinkedIn 

Affiliate Marketing 

This is a type of performance-based advertising where you receive commission for 

promoting someone else's products or services on your website. While search engines, e-

mails and website syndication capture much of the attention of online retailers, affiliate 

marketing carries a much lower profile. Still, affiliates continue to play a significant role 

in e-retailers marketing strategies. Affiliate marketing channels include: 

 Hosting video ads through the YouTube Partner Program.  

 Posting affiliate links from your social media accounts. 

Native Advertising 
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Native advertising refers to advertisements that are primarily content-led and featured 

on a platform alongside other, non-paid content. Buzz Feed-sponsored posts are a good 

example, but many people also consider social media advertising to be "native" – 

Facebook advertising and Instagram advertising, for example. 

 

 

Marketing Automation 

 Marketing automation refers to software platforms and technologies designed for 

marketing departments and organizations to more effectively market on multiple channels 

online (such as email, social media, websites, etc. Many marketing departments can 

automate repetitive tasks they would otherwise do manually, such as: 

 Email newsletters. 

 Social media post scheduling. 

 Contact list updating. 

 Lead-nurturing workflows. 

 Campaign tracking and reporting. 

Email Marketing 

Companies use email marketing as a way of communicating with their audiences. 

Email is often used to promote content, discounts and events, as well as to direct people 

toward the business's website. The types of emails you might send in an email marketing 

campaign include: 

 Blog subscription newsletters. 

 Follow-up emails to website visitors who downloaded something. 

 Customer welcome emails. 

 Holiday promotions to loyalty program members. 

 Tips or similar series emails for customer nurturing. 

Online PR 

Online PR is the practice of securing earned online coverage with digital publications, 

blogs, and other content-based websites. It's much like traditional PR, but in the online 

space. The channels you can use to maximize your PR efforts include: 

 Reporter outreach via social media. 

 Engaging online reviews of your company. 

 Engaging comments on your personal website or blog. 

Digital Marketing in 2014 General Election campaign 

Digital marketing techniques were adopted by all the political parties and mostly the 

parties such as BJP, AAP, INC, where BJP shows a major lead by the 2014 general 

election in India. Digital marketing was cheap and best for the Indian background and it 

was perfectly understood and analyzed by the marketing strategists of BJP and they were 

highly successful in making a wave during election campaign. The strategic slogan “Ab 

Ki Baar Modi Sarkar” has created a buzz all over the Internet and digital world in India 

shows a synonym to the slogan “Change we can believe in” by Barack Obama in his 2012 

Presidential election. From Facebook to WhatsApp messages, you can find slogans, funny 
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texts mocking the opposition parties, and promoting the slogan throughout the Indian 

online market. 

With more than 20 million followers in Twitter and 34 million likes in Facebook 

Narendra Modi is showing an unprecedented online presence. Compared to the other 

political parties such as Indian National Congress or Aaam Admi Party, BJP is having a 

dominating presence in the digital world. They have a very good hold in all of the above 

mentioned digital marketing tactics where the competing Congress and AAP is far behind 

in the digital race. BJP have presence in all the mentioned digital marketing platforms 

such as Websites, Blogs, EBooks, Online broachers, and the social media platforms such 

as, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Pinterest and Google+. When BJP is having 

their presence in all these digital platforms, INC and AAP is having only the official 

websites and their account in Facebook and Twitter only.  

BJP had used all the possible techniques of Digital marketing by hiring the political 

strategist, Prashant Kishor to manage his election campaign. Kishor and his group of data 

analysts collected and analyzed huge amounts of data across various demographics in 

India. Their efficient use of big data propelled Modi into the front seat. Data analysis 

helped the team micro-target their audience and frame the messages for every 

demographic. It helped them raise funds from different source and determine efficient ad 

placement, exponentially increasing the campaign’s reach. 

The BJP collected data on each of the 543 constituencies. Their data showed how many 

mobile and Internet users were present in each constituency. The same holds true for 

social media users also. Alongside, they used analytics to understand which polling 

booths had voted for the BJP in the previous elections. For each polling booth data 

analytics was used to segregate voters into blocks to determine who were pro, undecided 

or against the BJP. They first used deep analytics to understand group communication 

behavior and then used appropriate technology to communicate with them. 

The 2014 Modi campaign heavily used a lot of political marketing techniques to target 

voters and market their candidates. The 18-month long campaign was backed up by 

meticulous research done over the span of 3 to 4 years. They got voter feedback and 

addressed voter concerns and issues in real time. It bridged the gap between the candidate 

and the average voter. With millions of people feeding them real time data, analytics saw 

to it that status updates on social media would reflect the opinions of voters. The slogans 

and contends made by the political strategist by the support of the collected real time data 

and on the basis of big data analysis shows the drastic use of the digital marketing 

technique of content marketing, Native advertising, Marketing automation and Online PR.  

Modi used voice broadcasting to target mobile only voters. Understanding the voters’ 

preferences also helped in placing ads where there is a higher chance of them being seen 

and clicked on. Modi’s team carefully monitored social media conversations where BJP 

was being discussed and promptly responded to concerns voiced. The campaign spread 

over internet and mobile with numerous social media campaigns to bring together BJP 

volunteers on the ground. With the advanced use of analytics, the Modi campaign targeted 

810 million voters, 543 constituencies across 1.13 million polling booths. 

In the race to win the mindshare of voters, political marketing agencies focus on 360-

degree communication for candidates. This can be broadly categorized in three verticals – 

first is ‘content development’, which includes manifesto development, punch-lines and 

slogans, speeches and interviews to be delivered by leaders and audio-visual bytes 

broadcasted through mainstream and social media. Second is the ‘medium’ through which 

the content is disseminated, and this includes television, radio, newspaper, social media, 

loudspeakers, accessories like caps, badges and outdoor advertising, including banners, 
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posters, pamphlets and hoardings. Efforts are directed towards repetition of catchy content 

through all possible mediums of communication for it to stay as top-of-mind-recall of 

voters. The third, and very important, category is ‘event’, which enables on-ground 

symbolic activity to show strength through public meetings (rallies), resentment through 

protests, connectivity through road shows, inclusiveness through religious visits and 

dinner programs. 

In all these three categories, the leader remains at the center of the political marketing. 

Ideologies are withering and elections are becoming more and more idol-centric. The 

persona of a leader is taking over the policies of his/her party. Elections around the world 

are following in the footsteps of US presidential-type campaigns where the face of a party 

is the most important tool. Thus, the primary task of a political marketing agency is to 

carefully craft the image of a leader, who acts as the brand ambassador of party, policy, 

government and the people at large. In the 2014 general election marketing agencies were 

fully successful in projecting Narendra Modi as the new face of India and Modi’s tweet 

after his victory in election as “India has won” underlines this view as a pan Indian image 

of successful India.  

4. Challenges of Digital Marketing in Indian Elections 

Voting behavior reflect the ways in which people tend to vote in public elections and 

why they vote in that particular way. It also reflects the voter’s choices, preferences, 

ideologies, concerns, alternatives etc. Article 326 of the Indian Constitution grants 

universal adult suffrage to citizen who is above 18 years of age. The main determinants of 

voting in India are the following: 

 Cast  

 Ideology of the political parties  

 Personality of the candidates and their orientation 

 Age and gender of the candidates  

 Religion and language  

 Sub-Nationalism  

 Money power  

 Literacy  

Even though, the above mentioned traditional determinants continue to shape the 

voting behavior of voters, there are some more determinants which plays a crucial role in 

determining the voting behavior. Today, the news and information which are available 

through traditional and social media also plays a critical role in influencing our voting 

decisions. News channels are full of heated debates that arouse emotions and throw more 

insight in to the issues, which in turn changes the perceptions of the voters. Also, social 

media plays a very important role in disseminating information among the masses. All the 

political parties already have started their full-fledged campaigns through social media 

platform specially to woo the youth and urban voters as opposed to the traditional way of 

election campaigning. This era belongs to the social media, but the main problem is that 

when masses are swayed by the sheer power of rhetoric and biased media reports which 

are indiscriminately circulated in social media, it sometimes has the potential to determine 

the fortunes of the electoral candidates. 

5. Conclusion 

As compared to traditional marketing, digital marketing has helped the politicians to 

connect better with the target audience at a lesser cost. Be it social media campaign, 

website development, online reputation management, slogans etc. all created a good 

amount of buzz in the market. What created “Namo” a brand was his online presence on 
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Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn, and Google+ since the time Mr. Modi was the 

Chief Minister of Gujarat.  He used these platforms aggressively to promote the 

development of Gujarat and that attracted the majority of the voters – the 1st-time voters, 

youth, and salaried class. His interest in digitization, effective communication on social 

media platforms and most importantly he created a direct connection with the audience 

through online communication, answering to queries, taking suggestions and feedbacks, 

all these made him the hero. 

Campaigning for political parties involves rigorous marketing strategies so as to 

magnetize votes from the citizens and to win the elections. With the world rapidly 

transitioning towards a digitally and technologically dominant scenario, social media 

marketing, SEO, political blogs, awareness, PPC and other digital marketing campaigns 

are on the rise. In this digital era, campaigning has expanded leaps and bounds and has 

been absorbed into various means such as forums, hangouts and chats, tweets, blogs, 

unique agendas for promotions, and other social platforms through which problems could 

be addressed while campaigning simultaneously and user participation would be 

encouraged, and thus proving the worth and ability of the political party or leader. 

Formation of private companies in India which provide support to political parties, not 

explicitly in the name of marketing though, such as the Indian Political Action 

Committee, led by Prashant Kishore, Association of Brilliant Minds, working for the 

Bharatiya Janata Party, Dentsu, APCO and many others is a new trend of political 

marketing in Indian political domain.  The dubious source of funding is one of the many 

reasons why politicians and companies in India avoid talking about this open secret. With 

the passage of time, this field will see the entry of more and more companies, given the 

quantum of money involved; and as the sector grows, the awareness of voters regarding 

the subject is also bound to grow. 

Citizens would soon start to understand the efforts adopted by various political parties 

and their leaders to influence voting behaviors through different marketing tools. Like in 

the case of the consumer market, marketing agencies will assist political parties to 

understand voter needs and design campaigns accordingly. Eventually, it may lead to 

developing a feedback loop which becomes a tool for participative democracy, where 

voters can communicate their priorities to politicians and policymakers. 
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